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POWER IN TERMS OF 
THE RHYTHMIC AND 

THE RITUAL 
The Bacchae, opening tonight 

8:30 p.m., January 23-27, 30, Feb. 3 

review by Martin Segger 
The  kinetic  and  violent  stand  in  relief  against 

a background of lucid dialogue and  careful  char- 
acter revelation in  the  Players Club production 
of Euripides' Bacchae. The  translation  from  the 
Greek by University of Victoria  students,  Robert 
Foster and  Margaret Hooper, gains colour  and 
power as well as dramatic  reality  in  the  hands of 
Mr. Hare  and his very  competent cast. 

Aesthetic  distance shrinks to practically  nil 
as the  entire  theatre becomes the stage,  while 
Bacchants dance wildly up the aisles, soldiers 
march through to seize  prisoners,  Teireaias 
screams  his  prophetic  warnings  into the faces of 
the seated, and  the hand-maidens of Dionysus 
bring smoking  incense through the theatre. Con- 
tinual movement both on the  rational level of the 
dialogue  and the sensual level of the wildly erotic 
dances of the Bacchants allow for no interest 
lag  during  the  uninterrupted one and three- 
quarter-hour  performance.  The rhythms of the 
movements  and the speeches  supported by the 
primitive  music of the rituals welds audience  and 
actor  into a singe emotional and  sensual  unit. 
Chorus  and  audience  gasp, moan and  breathe 
together  through the emotive  contortions of the 
Bacchants. 

There are few  static speeches but  the  rational 
co-exists with  the emotional in terms of carefully 
stylized  sequences  where the instinctive  forces 
of the wild and beatial are suspended in tempor- 
ary abeyance  while characters communicate  and 
proclaim  in cool and logical  terms.  Even the Bac- 
chants prove  capable of this a't times.  Something 
of Felini, the druid, even the West Coaat Kwakiutl 
is evident in  the  painfully expressive masks. But 
though  the masks do come between actor and 
audience  they  serve to communicate  more  drama- 
tically the put-on characters of the wearers.  They 
lend the play that  aura of mystery  while  taking 
on and  personifying  the  ritualesque  itself. 

Even the costumes stress the opposing forces 
of the tragedy. The Bacchants  in their wild  loose 
flowing hair and robes, the soldiers of the  court 
of Pentheus  in  military  unifoim, while the use of 
nets symbolizes not only the physical trap  into 
which the Bacchants,  and  eventually  Pentheus, 
fall,  but  also the trap of blindness-blindness of 
understanding,  reason,  and  belief, of which  both 
pentheus  and  his mother, Agave, are victims. 

The  play takes on a rhythmic  intensity which 
binds it together,  accentuates the highpoints,  and 
carries  the emotional  pitch. The two dancers 
weave in  and  out of audience and  actors  inter- 
preting  and  expressing  in choreographic terms 
the emotional  movements that surge  and  resurge 
in  strophe  and  antistrophe  between the bestial 
and the godly, the instinctive  and the logical, the 
melancholoy and the jubilant, the  pitiful  and  the 
hateful, conscious and unconscious. Rhythms. of 
speech, rhythms of action,  live in  the  dramatic 
texture in the  form of a weird, primitive music 
that rolls of ankle  and  hand  clappers, the drum, 
sticks,  thysre,  feet  and  hands, .as action integral 
to  the play itself.  Whether  screaming in  fury or 
keening  in  sorrow the Bacchants vocal parts fill 
in the hollowness of the  dry  rasping  instruments 
with a rich  and  expressive effect. 

The power of the production  is,such that  the 
characters  remain secondary to ideas, the plot 
secondary to theme. There is no attempted  balance 
in terms of emotion  and  reason.  Emotion  clearly 
dominates.  Indeed Euripides purpose  was to as- 
sert  the existence of this element of the human 
psyche. 

The play leaves us  with no greater under- 
standing of the all-powerful, proud,  unmerciful 
Dionysus,  nor &ob it explain the  injustice of the 
punishments which.. the ill fated house of 
Echion. Even  'TeireSiaS  %comes a meglomanisc 
of reason,  passionate  in his own beliefs. There 
seem to be no resolutions to  the themetic  dilemma 
either in terms of character or plot. What  lives 
rather,  in  terms of the presentation  through  char- 
acterization  and  dramatic  technique is that  the 
emotional as well as the  rational demands an 
expressive  role  in the extended ritual of human 
existence. To deny its existence is sinful, to 
suppress it implies tragic consequences. 0 
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Clawing for their green paper  prey. 

Former Uvic Prof, Stars in Local  Play 
Perhaps  -some  might  remember  the  strange 

rather  corpulant  figure who cut  rather  an ob- 
struse figure on the  campus  scene  last  year. Head 
melting  into a heavy  overcoat  or  rather  tattered 
academic gown. The  loss of Harry  Hill  left  a 
large vacuum  in the  realm of dynamic  entertain- 
ment on the  Victoria scene. Mr. Hill's  return 
in  the Bastion Theatre's  presentation of the Odd 
Couple  was a welcome and  relished  delight. Mr.  
Hill  and  co-star,  Robert  Price,  portray  a couple 
of divorced bachelors who for  reason's of economy 
and friendship  set  up house together  to provide, 
with  their poker-playing friends, two hours of light 
comedy and  generous humour. The two friends, Felix 
Ungar  and Oscar Madison, in violent contrast per- 
sonality-wise satirize  the badly matched wife-hus- 
band domestic scene. 

As Felix  Ungar,  the  fussy,  talkative,  worry- 
ing, henpecking,  husband-come-spouse, one  can 
hardly believe Mr. Hill  is typecast,  yet he carries 
off the  role  with  convincing  authenticity,  and  as 
usual, dynamic zest. Oscar, the sloppy,  henpecked 
and  harried  mate,  bearing  the  brunt of Felix's 
eccentricities  and foibles, carries  through  with 
almost  stoic  resignation, a very  demanding  role. 

In  Pinteresque  fashion  the  apartment room  be- 
comes the  scene of two characters  gradually  dis- 
copering one another,  exploiting one another,  and 
eventually  hating one another;  but  rather  than 
the  tragedy of a  murder,  or  suicide, both of which 
are  continually  suggested  resolutions  to  the  di- 
lemma, the  play  ends  fittingly - happiness  for 
both, - relief and  resignation. 

The  play moves quickly, the  dialogue  fast, 
the  action  continuous.  The  humour,  always  light, 
sometimes biting,  often  burlesque,  and occasion- 
ally bawdy gives  the  play  an  air of flippent yet 
vibrant  vitality.  The  supporting  charactera, 
Speed,  Murray, Roy, and Vinnie,  always on cue, 
always  in  type, provided the  necessary  contrasts 
in comment and character  that keep the action 
and  dialogue  alive.  The Hosie sisters,  as Gwen- 
dolyn and Cecily Pigeon  were as  convincing  as 
their  counterparts  in  real  life,  lending  the neces- 
sary colour to  the  gloriously  successful  ending. 

The  play  was  generally  a  pleasant  and  enter- 
taining  experience;  it  was obvious that  the  actors, 
like the  audience, enjoyed every  minute of it. 
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